The Process
General Assembly Feedback - OHLONE ROOM
1.

Local control: cities want to see their visions/goals in regional
plans.

2.

Locals want continued representation, access, and staff
support from combined land use planners.

3.

Develop a new vision and mission for the combined agency.

4.

Combined agency should balance housing and
transportation priorities; transportation planning, methods, and
funding shouldn't usurp housing issues.

5.

Something better should come from the combined agency.

The Process
General Assembly Feedback - 6TH FL BAY AREA CR
1. Continue to serve as a voice for all cities and counties and
improve dissemination of program and service information.

2. Create accountability between MTC and ABAG; between ABAG
and all counties and cities, Financial, Programs, Services, Legal,
Employees, and Former Retirees.
-Create enforcement provision in MOU/Contract for Services
-Develop language for exit strategy
-Create measurement mechanism.
-Create process for legal accountability
3. Resources
-Funding guarantee for services
-Service delivery
-Grants to cities/counties
-ABAG retain some financial resources to enforce agreement

The Process
General Assembly Feedback - 7TH FL TAMALPAIS CR
1. Be responsive to each jurisdiction's voice in the consolidation.
Do not lose sight of small jurisdiction wants and needs.

2. Consolidation must strengthen communication not weaken it.
Need more active engagement with jurisdictions by
disseminating best practices, learning about local
communities, and hosting regional meetings in their
jurisdiction.
3. Continue to provide a collaborative forum for finding
integrated housing and transportation solutions. Ensure that
these are done in a balanced and fair manner that uses
incentives not mandates.

The Process
8TH FLOOR TAMALPAIS CONFERENCE ROOM
1. Prioritize the following tasks: mobility, jobs /economic,
housing, climate change/environmental impacts

2. Provide better communication/marketing of ABAG services
and benefits to specific to local jurisdiction past and present.
Need countywide meeting with delegates, one on one mtgs
and for all new council members. Keep staff organized
geographically, continuing relationships on the ground and
understanding nuances.
3. Do not want ABAG to get consumed by MTC – continue
ABAG services that bring value to individual cities, identifying
and sharing best practices , toolbox of scalable solutions, and
representing the voice of individual cities. Can the merger help
bring more COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES TO CITIES?

